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A must-read book in this generation of many climate-change issues. This book is an in-depth analysis of the

climate impacts facing Boston and the city’s efforts to mitigate and adapt to a changing climate.

ClimateChange and the Future of Boston provides an in-depth look at the challenges Boston faces as the climate changes. It analyses

the city’s struggle to mitigate its carbon footprint and to face the growing threat of sea level rise, extreme heat and other climate

impacts. As New England’s largest city with a growing population and economy, Boston has taken a proactive approach to climate

change but faces potentially severe impacts from climate change.

Key selling points

A topic of urgent interest to a wide audience, both academic and lay public. Boston is a historic, iconic city that can generate interest

beyond its size.

An engaged local and regional market around climate mitigation and adaptation, including people working in academic, planning,

policy, design and engineering and the environment.

A high concentration of local/regional universities with planning/environmental/climate/geography coursework.

Book will be written in an accessible style by a professional journalist/academic.

About the Author(s) / Editor(s)

Courtney Humphries is an interdisciplinary researcher and award-winning journalist writing about science and the urban

environment. She is a visiting assistant professor in environmental studies and core fellow at Boston College.
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